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A good idea for an unforgettable family getaway!
Québec, March 4th, 2011 – During the March break, between the 7th and the 11th, the visit of the Hôtel de
Glace is free for all children aged of 12 years old and under (limit of three children for two adults). Enjoy
this advantageous offer and discover this remarkable winter attraction with your family. A full range of
fun activities are planned. Here are a few:
The North Face Grand Ice Slide
Measuring 66 feet long, the 2011 Grand Ice Slide is the longest ever built at the Hôtel de Glace. Located in the
great Hall, the Grand Ice Slide recalls the beauties of the arctic climate. To symbolize this theme, penguins,
walrus and a white wolf have been carved in ice. This must-see attraction promises lots of fun for each member
of the family!
Sugar shack
Indulge your sweet tooth with the delicious maple products available at the Hôtel de Glace’s sugar shack. Enjoy
taffy-on-the-snow and meet the owners who will be pleased to share with you their passion for these famous
recipes.
Family Rally
Discover the Hôtel de Glace in all its aspects by participating in this exciting rally. Answer to the quiz and learn
while having fun. An interesting adventure for the whole family!
Guided tours
Between 10 am and 5 pm, follow our experienced guides during an exciting tour of this masterful work of art
made of ice and snow. Learn more about the story of the Hôtel de Glace, its architecture, its construction and
how to get prepared for this unique experience.
Stargazing and conference at the chapel
On March 11th at 7 pm, watch the sky’s wonders with the astronomy club Vega from Cap-Rouge. You will admire
the stars with telescopes and learn more about this subject. The animators on site will answer your questions
and take you to the edge of the universe! Please note that this activity is subject to the weather conditions and
may be cancelled.
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Until March 27 , 2011, enjoy a unique winter experience in the heart of the capital!
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